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Abstract The Metaverse is the digitization of the real world, supported by big data, AI,
5G, cloud computing, blockchain, encryption algorithm, perception technology, digital twin,
virtual engine, and other technologies that interact with human behavior and thoughts in
avatars through digital identity. Cracking the trust problem brought by the avatar depends
on the privacy security and authentication technology for individuals using digital identities
to enter the Metaverse. To accomplish personal domination of the avatar, metaverse users
need privacy data feeding and emotion projection. They must be equipped with proprietary
algorithms to process and analyze the complex data generated in adaptive interactions, which
challenges the privacy security of user data in the Metaverse. Distinguishing the significance
of different identifiers in personal identity generation while imposing different behavioral reg-
ulatory requirements on data processing levels may better balance the relationship between
personal privacy security and digital identity protection and data utilization in the Meta-
verse. In response to digital identity issues, there is an objective need to establish a unified
digital identity authentication system to gain the general trust of society. Further, the reme-
dies for a right to personality can be applied to the scenario of unlawful infringement of
digital identity and privacy security.
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1 Introduction

Metaverse is a 3D digital virtual space in which natural persons living in the real physical world can inter-
act with other avatars instantly through computer operating systems with the support of big data, AI, 5G,
cloud computing, blockchain, encryption algorithm, perception technology, digital twins, virtual engine and
other technologies in the form of digital identity [1]. A digital identity is a digital representation of an entity
that includes personally identifiable data and supporting data. Digital identity can simplify complex human
behavior into systematic data for identification in cyberspace, and the basis for individuals to enter and be
identified is the authorization of digital identity [2]. An avatar is a digital version of a natural person. In the
Metaverse, the resolution of the trust problem brought by the avatar depends on the privacy security and
authentication technology for individuals to enter the Metaverse using a digital identity.

To accomplish personal domination of avatars by users of the Metaverse requires data feeding and
even emotional projection and needs to be equipped with proprietary algorithms to process and analyze
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the complex data generated in adaptive interactions. Moreover, the avatar is pre-trained to learn through
feedback, just like any other AI system [3]. The Metaverse promises a 3D world where virtual and reality
are deeply intertwined, mapped, and switched at any time. Based on the traditional two-dimensional data,
the user-oriented metaverse scene also requires a full-body avatar, full-body real-time motion capture, real-
time reconstruction of the surrounding spatial environment, and other three-dimensional data collection
and processing. The mobile Internet allows users to hand over their lifestyle data such as hairstyle,
clothing, taste, and other biometric data such as fingerprints, voice prints, and facial contours. In that
case, however, the Metaverse pushes the data boundary further inside the user’s body. It induces users
to hand over deep bio-privacy data such as eye movements, electromyographic signals, brain waves, and
genetic composition. It also tries to put the human-computer interaction mechanism in one step and
build on anatomical foundations. The data authority or data discourse sought by the metaverse platform
involves more dynamic data and personal dynamic digital identity. The reality is that multiple dynamic
digital identities overlap and coexist. Their legal loopholes and technical flaws allow powerful platforms
to exceed their authority and overreach to collect and commercially exploit personal data illegally. These
are challenges to the privacy security of user data in the Metaverse.

Although the systems of the Metaverse with blockchain as the underlying technology may become
increasingly autonomous and distinct from traditional law, they are still ultimately controlled by real
persons. Even if blockchain achieves widespread disintermediation, the rule of law will still be needed to
protect the orderly operation of the Metaverse. The healthy development of the Metaverse in the context
of the digital economy urgently needs the legal protection of digital identity and privacy security, espe-
cially the legal framework of personal information protection and a unified digital identity authentication
system.

This article asserts that the key to privacy security protection does not lie in statically determining
whether a particular data belongs or does not belong to personal information but instead focuses on
more targeted behavioral norms on how personal identities (including digital identities) are generated in
different contexts. Distinguishing the significance of different identifiers in personal identity generation
while imposing different behavioral regulatory requirements on information processing levels may bet-
ter balance the relationship between personal privacy security and digital identity protection and data
utilization in the Metaverse. In response to digital identity issues, this article argues that as the scope
of socio-economic activities in the Metaverse expands, there is an objective need to establish a unified
qualification system that stores identity information in a unified encryption system of the government. It
provides personal identity data that match the real physical world. It may effectively solve the problem of
false identity information, whereby re-gaining the general trust of society. Further, this article asserts that
the remedies for infringement of personality rights can be applied to the scenario of unlawful infringement
of digital identity and privacy security (as shown in Fig. 1).

In order to critically analyze digital identity and privacy security in the Metaverse and their legal
remedies, Chapter 2 elaborates on the concept, structures, and features of the Metaverse, thus laying
the foundation for the critical analysis of the avatar, digital identity, and privacy security in Chapters 3
and 4. Chapter 3 analyzes digital identity and its dilemmas in the Metaverse. In particular, it explores
the relationship among the avatar, digital identity, and privacy security, identity trust crisis, identity
authentication dilemma, and new problems that arise when the digital identity of personal data changes
from a static status to a diverse dynamic status. Chapter 4 analyzes privacy security and its challenges
in the Metaverse. Specifically, it explores the production and control of user data in the Metaverse,
the contradiction between transparency and privacy protection in blockchain, trust fraud, data misuse,
leakage of personal data, and sexual harassment in the Metaverse. Chapter 5 builds on the previous
chapters to explore the legal safeguards for digital identity and privacy security in the Metaverse. The
chapter analyzes the legal framework of personal information protection in protecting the privacy security
of the Metaverse; it reviews the definition and classification of personal data in the Metaverse and explores
the Metaverse’s consent rules. It constructs a unified digital identity authentication system for protecting
digital identity and privacy security in the Metaverse. It also analyzes the civil liability for unlawful
infringement of digital identity and privacy security in the Metaverse. Chapter 6 concludes the article.
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Figure 1. Thoughts of the Article.

2 The Rise of the Metaverse: Concepts, Features, and Structures

The Metaverse is generally considered a 3D digital virtual space in which natural persons living in the real
physical world interact instantly with other avatars through a computer operating system in the form of a
digital identity. The concept of Metaverse was first proposed by novelist Neal Stephenson in 1992 and later
made into the movie Snow Crash [4]. From the technical aspect, the Metaverse is a collection of digital
technologies such as big data, AI, 5G, cloud computing, blockchain, encryption algorithm, perception
technology, digital twins, and virtual engine. These digital technologies are being fully integrated into
all fields and processes of the human economy, politics, culture, and society with new concepts, business
models, bringing extensive and profound impacts to human production and life. Technologies, such as
“wearable sensing systems” and “avatar personalization engines”, allow people to move between the real
world and the digital world with their sense of touch. Digital Twins technology allows the natural person
to have his biometric data and a realistic digital image in the Metaverse. People in the real world can
perform different actions simultaneously using their digital identities and multiple personalities on the
Metaverse to achieve a non-linear narrative.

Jon Radoff, the founder of Beamable, proposed seven layers of the metaverse structure. It includes
experience, discovery, creator economy, spatial computing, decentralization, human-computer interaction,
and infrastructure [5]. From the perspective of geospatial research, Chaowei Xiao et al. argues that the
Metaverse has a multi-layered nested structure of people and objects in virtual space and real space and
has five layers: physical environment layer, physical facilities layer, virtual network layer, virtual role
layer, and physical role layer [6]. Professor Wei Cai believes that the Metaverse can provide four “social
products” to the real world, including accessibility, diversity, equality, and humanity, and he proposes
a three-level architecture of the Metaverse system, including infrastructure, interaction, and ecosystem
[7]. The development of the Metaverse lies in its “social” attributes. Professor Yu Guoming argues that
the Metaverse is a new economic, social, and civilizational system composed of various online and offline
platforms [8]. According to political scientist Yu Jingdong, both “civilization” and “ecosystem” in the
Metaverse mean that virtual game socialization is no longer limited to entertainment and recreation but
relies on a new form of organization and develops toward identity, philosophy, and community [9]. In the
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Metaverse, blockchain technology and open source code provide the technical conditions for constructing
the decentralized governance of the Metaverse. A Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), it
operates autonomously without centralized control or third-party intervention. Specifically, assets flow
freely; members contribute freely; the community votes; and the paths and nodes in the system can
complete information processing and solve problems. This is called “code as law” [10]. In a Metaverse
society, the avatar must comply with the metaverse autonomy guidelines. The Roblox community guide-
lines state that all participants need to comply with the four aspects of its guidelines including safety,
civility & respect, fairness & transparency, and security & privacy. Among them, the safety part of the
code covers the protection of children, threats of violence, bullying and harassment, suicide and self-harm,
sexual content, terrorist and extremist content, illegal and regulated activities, and real-world physically
dangerous activities. The civility and respect section includes rules against discriminatory slander and
hates speech, dating and romantic content, extortion, political content, real-world tragic events, harmful
offline speech and behavior, disruptive voices, and kindness to Roblox employees and affiliates. The rules
in the fairness and transparency section focus on prohibiting deception and regulating spam, cheating
and exploitation, misleading parodies and misrepresentations, violations of intellectual property rights,
contests and sweepstakes, directing users to leave the platform, and advertising. The rules in the secu-
rity and privacy section prohibit unauthorized access, sharing of personal information, misuse of Roblox
systems, and improper use of Roblox for profit.

3 Digital identity and its dilemma in the Metaverse

The development of metaverse technology extends the social scope of people, which will lead to the transfer
of power to social individuals, and the subject status of individuals will be highlighted in the Metaverse.
With the support of the Internet of Things, cloud computing, big data, 5G, AI, blockchain, and other
technologies, Metaverse will bring people’s behavior and thoughts into another virtual space through
digital identity. In order to enter this virtual space, individuals virtualize their physical bodies. As an
intermediary between the avatar and real individuals, digital identity is inevitably a topic that cannot be
detoured. However, the basis for establishing this vision is the Metaverse’s benign and orderly ecological
environment. The digital identity system may become an essential guarantee for the development of
this environment. However, the power of granting individual digital identities and the identification
and authentication of digital identities are associated with many issues. Questions such as who has
the authority to grant individual digital identities, the extent to which digital identities should include
personal information, and the degree of acceptance of digital identity mechanisms by real individuals
need to be further studied.

3.1 Avatars and digital identities

The Metaverse is a purely digital ecosystem. Users can create avatars to live and interact in the Metaverse
as digital identities. An “avatar” is a role played by a real-world individual in a virtual world [11].
Dynamic interaction between the avatar and the player can be formed through the technical means of
deep learning. Instead of textual self-descriptions, individuals can acquire identities by forming their
visual images, skills and attitudes, and social interactions in a given environment. Thus, the avatar is also
defined as a user-interactive social representation [12]. Some scholars believe that there are three kinds of
identity relationships between the individual and the avatar: first, the identification with the avatar, when
a holistic expression is formed between the two; second, the independence between the individual and the
avatar, when the latter is regarded as a mere game tool; and third, the avatar as a compensatory object
when the avatar is regarded as an ideal projection of certain qualities of the individual [13]. The insight
of this classification is that whether the avatar should be included in the individual’s dynamic identity
needs to be judged in specific scenarios. To accomplish personal domination of the avatar requires data
feeding, even emotional projections, and needs to be equipped with proprietary algorithms to process and
analyze the complex privacy data generated in adaptive interactions. Moreover, the avatar is trained to
learn through feedback like any other AI system.

Behind the avatar is the starting point of the Metaverse, that is, digital identity. Individuals need
to use digital identity to enter the online society to ensure they have a unique identity, exercise their
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rights, and fulfill their obligations. In private law, identity seems to have ended with Maine’s assertion of
“from identity to contract”. According to Article 3.1.2 of ISO/IEC 24760-1 2019, identity is a collection of
attributes associated with an entity. A digital identity is a digital representation of an entity that includes
personal data and other supporting data. Its applications mainly include individual access using identity
authorization and authentication. Authentication is identity verification and does not involve identity
conferring or identity content per se. Authentication has its roots in trust mechanisms in the virtual
space. Unlike the physical world, digital identity relies on cryptographic trust rather than humanistic
trust [14]. When we interact in the real world, we communicate, our voices are heard, and trust is
generated. Luhmann argues familiarity generates trust, thereby reducing the world’s complexity [15]. In
the Metaverse, we have no way of knowing whether the other person is real or not. As typified by Peter
Steiner’s famous cartoon in the New Yorker, “on the Internet, no one knows you are a dog”. Identity
verification relies on the collection of personal data. Any transaction, or payment, in the Metaverse
requires authentication. However, the Internet architecture does not have an independent identity layer;
identity issues in the application layer of specific applications are managed separately; and, for a long
time, digital identity has been characterized as an accounting system. This subordinate status of the
application system objectively determines the user’s activities in different systems, that is, to repeat the
registration of many accounts. However, account dispersion in the inconvenience also may lead to the
risk of collision and privacy leakage problems, and a bigger problem is not to avoid identity fraud. The
self-representation of the avatar in the virtual environment created by the Metaverse affects the natural
persons’ behavior in the real world, called the “Protoss effect”. In the Metaverse, the arbitrary creation of
digital identities would be contrary to good customs. Many games require players to perform actions they
would not normally engage in their daily lives, asking them to steal, murder, and engage in reckless acts of
violence. The Metaverse needs to uphold its values, which include foundational values such as justice and
rationality, and other values such as encouraging innovation and exploration and advocating diversified
development. The vulnerability of digital systems and the risk of identity theft are ever-present in the
Metaverse. The abstract, specialized, and difficult-to-perceive nature of digital identity makes individuals
naturally distrust it. Individuals do not understand and cannot fully trust the system, much less the
program set by the code developer. In the Metaverse, cracking the trust problem posed by the avatar
depends on the security and authentication technology for individuals to enter the Metaverse using a
digital identity.

3.2 Authentication of Digital Identity and its Dilemma in the Metaverse

Cracking the trust puzzle caused by the avatar in the Metaverse depends on which digital identity is
used [16]. Authentication becomes the user’s passport to access the Metaverse. With the construction of
digital identity and NFT as a circulation tool, users can maintain a high degree of synchronization and
interoperability between the Metaverse and the real world. The fundamental aspect of strengthening the
authentication and management of digital identity is ensuring the existence of a real subject behind the
avatar to reduce the fraud and identity problems associated with online interactions. Digital signatures of
avatars in the Metaverse may bring new changes to the existing digital signature law in the physical world.
However, it is still doubtful whether digital signatures are sufficient for metaverse identity verification.
How does the centralized authentication system at this stage fit the trend of decentralized development of
blockchain? How can the decentralized authentication system established by enterprises spontaneously be
mutually recognized and interoperable? Decentralized Identity (DID) and other Internet-trusted identity
responsibility models improve responsibility regulation from three technical levels, that is, verification,
application, and information. Some scholars suggest that although there are more and more other reg-
istration systems, the Metaverse can theoretically define a “root avatar” as a complete identity set that
consolidates all digital identities [17]. However, a unique system identifier in the Metaverse would require
additional protocols, a task of unimaginable complexity. This involves issues of sovereignty and jurisdic-
tion and is one of the essential starting points for government involvement in the Metaverse. However, the
Metaverse is a digital manifestation of the real world with multiple identities. It is questionable whether
a system can be used to inscribe and handle multiple digital identities. After the decentralization of
identity, digital identity takes on positive contents such as identity service provision, property transfer,
and privacy data protection that are not found in traditional identity authentication, which need to be
studied more deeply.
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Blockchain technology on the Metaverse is only used for integrity checks. The behavior of avatars in
the Metaverse is essentially the behavior of natural persons in the real world. However, the blockchain
technology used in the current Metaverse is still “peer-to-peer”. There is no verification by a neutral and
independent organization. All kinds of subjects submit their identity proofs, which are stored in the user
terminal after verification by the system, instead of a centralized origin. Although the requirements of
personal information protection are met, the authenticity of individual identity verification is neglected.
Moreover, the current blockchain is only used for integrity verification, which only plays a role in verifying
the user’s access at a later stage, and there is no prior recognized and trusted authoritative authenticity
comparison.

The multiple identities of subjects in the Metaverse are mixed. The open-source, decentralized identity
framework of blockchain provides decentralizable identities for various subjects in different metaverses.
Ideally, this may require constructing a unified, trusted identity authentication platform to meet the
identity authentication needs of metaverse platforms across geographies and borders. This proposition
may require the establishment of a digital identity authentication confirmed by the governmental security
authentication system. However, in reality, the authentication system established spontaneously by private
chains, or alliance chains alone, is often limited only to industry data. The data authentication formats
and security levels are different, so it is impossible to achieve mutual recognition and interoperability; it
is also impossible to obtain the original information about the natural person’s identity. Simply speaking,
establishing a unified digital identity authentication system seems contrary to the general trend, and
centralization and decentralization itself are also contradictory. Where is the boundary of these two
points? How can they co-exist? These are issues that will be addressed in another technology-focused
article.

3.3 The close connection between digital identity and privacy security in the Metaverse

Some scholars believe that the Metaverse should be guaranteed by a “decentralized” affirmative sharing
mechanism and shared governance mechanism so that the relationship between the actual individual
and the avatar becomes the internal driving force for the continuous expansion of the Metaverse [18].
However, when all the activities of individuals and the avatars under their control can be converted into
machine-readable data, individuals’ private data (avatars) will become a critical competing resource for
service providers of the Metaverse. In the Metaverse era, the digital identity formed by personal data has
changed from a static digital identity to a collection of various dynamic digital identities [19]. Privacy data
about the online action trajectory, activity tendency, and shopping intention in the Metaverse, carry the
identification attribute of individuals. It is one of the cornerstones of the Metaverse. Different dynamic
data of individuals often form different dynamic digital identities, which are different identities that
individuals intend to display on different occasions and situations. The data authority or discourse sought
by the Metaverse platform involves more dynamic data and the dynamic digital identity of individuals.
The reality of multiple dynamic digital identities overlapping and coexisting creates legal loopholes and
technical flaws that allow powerful platforms to collect and commercially exploit personal data beyond
their authority and scope. Articles 5, 6, and 7 of the Personal Information Protection Law provide for
this. The Office of Network Security and Information Technology Commission will also respond with
regular exposures and deadlines for rectification. In conclusion, the above situations should be included
in the rule of law path of personal information protection to break the dominant position of Metaverse
platforms on personal data, especially on diverse and dynamic data, and to strengthen privacy security.

4 Privacy security in the Metaverse and its challenges

The Metaverse induces users to not only hand over their lifestyle data such as hairstyle, clothing, taste,
and other biometric data such as fingerprints, voice prints, and facial contours, but also hand over vital
privacy data such as eye movements, electromyographic signals, brain waves, and genetic composition.
In numerous Metaverse content consumption scenarios, extended reality technology and brain-computer
interface technology will collect users’ brain waves and other neuronal activity data to enhance user
experience. All of the above pose challenges to the privacy security of privacy data in the Metaverse.
The privacy security challenges of the Metaverse include the tension between the transparency of the
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blockchain and privacy protection, trust fraud, data breaches, abuse, and sexual harassment. For example,
one survey in 2021 showed that 87% of Americans who see Facebook’s move into the Metaverse are worried
about the impact in terms of privacy. For example, they are concerned about whether hackers will apply
for avatars to steal data during interactions or commit deceptive acts. More than 40% of people are
concerned about whether their identity is well protected and whether it will be known to the outside
world.

4.1 Production and Control of privacy data in the Metaverse

The Metaverse’s production and control mechanism of privacy data includes three key elements: account,
data, and reputation evaluation. The account is the entrance for users to enter the Metaverse from the
real world and the carrier for the ephemeral accumulation of privacy data. In the Metaverse, the identity
control mechanism with account number as the core has shifted from a single centralized platform control
to the coexistence of centralized and decentralized control mechanisms. The arrival of the Metaverse
has given birth to several meta-architecture companies while pushing traditional technology giants to
transform into meta-architecture companies like meta-rooms in the Metaverse. In the Metaverse, the
centralized identity control mechanism continues, but users can gain greater access to content production
and revenue distribution. As the interoperability technology in the Metaverse further matures, users can
freely transfer data and its value between different metaverses. Meanwhile, the introduction of blockchain
technology brings a new decentralized identity (DID) control mechanism to the Metaverse.

The data mainly contains four levels: one is the user’s authentication data; the second is the content
data produced by the user in the foreground of the Metaverse; the third is the user’s background behavior
data automatically recorded by the Metaverse; the fourth is the derivative data generated after deep
mining based on the foreground content data and background behavior data, for example, the user
classification and tagging data generated by the Metaverse based on various algorithms. Metaverse user
data has multiple dimensions. Compared with the traditional Internet, the dimensions of user data in the
Metaverse have changed in two aspects. One is the expansion of the temporal and spatial dimensions of
user data. On the one hand, accumulating user data over time constitutes an essential aspect of reputation
evaluation and subsequent behavior prediction.

On the other hand, through the introduction of timestamps, the time of privacy data generation is
verified, and the data is timestamped, in which the time series of data is emphasized. In this process,
the time series of the data is emphasized and becomes one of the criteria for determining the security
of the data. The spatiality of privacy data in the Metaverse is enhanced, and the 3D production and
storage of privacy data have become increasingly mainstream. Both user identity data and user content
data produced for the foreground will be three-dimensionalized with the help of digital twins and virtual
simulation technologies. This has raised new privacy security issues while enhancing the immersion of
metaverse users. Secondly, the human-machine integration of privacy data is enhanced. Metaverse user
data cannot be produced without the support of metaverse front-end devices such as extended reality
(XR). With motion tracking and perceptual interaction technologies, the front-end devices capture and
retain the user’s biometric data, such as voice, movement, eye movement, electromyography, and envi-
ronmental data. The immersive interaction with the user’s identity image and foreground scenes in the
Metaverse is generated [20].

Finally, centralized and decentralized reputation evaluation mechanisms coexist. Under the centralized
reputation evaluation mechanism, user behavior in the Metaverse will still be regulated. Accordingly, the
control of privacy data will also be constrained by the Metaverse. At the same time, a new decentralized
reputation evaluation mechanism is being bred and formed in the Metaverse by relying on blockchain
technology. Decentralization means that traditional Internet technology giants no longer strongly dom-
inate the process of user personal data collection, storage, transmission and analysis, and decentralized
autonomous organizations (DAOs) or specialized privacy data service companies will take over their
roles. The difference between the two is that users no longer only nominally own their data but acquire
ownership and disposal rights of their data through the corresponding technical implementation and gov-
ernance mechanisms. The balance of personal data assets of users is further tilted from the Metaverse to
the individual. Specifically, under the decentralized reputation evaluation mechanism, the trend of users’
self-quantification will be further deepened, and their biometric data, transaction records, and behavioral
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data accumulated on the blockchain will be thoroughly mined to generate user reputation credentials.
The user reputation evaluation system in the Metaverse is similar to Lifelogging, which not only records
what a user has done in the Metaverse but also includes a person’s achievements, contributions, interests
and activities, and other life records.

4.2 The conflict between blockchain transparency and privacy security

Regarding data form, 3D privacy data generated by metaverse front-end devices based on AR and MR
is a new information layer superimposed on the actual space, which is more likely to trigger privacy
risks. The sensitive data of users and bystanders in the natural environment, which are not related to
interaction, also risk being improperly collected and exposed. In terms of data storage, if data leakage or
improper application access occurs while using 3D data, it will bring about severe spatial privacy damage.
The multi-user interaction scenario based on AR devices may also lead to problems such as uncontrolled
access to user privacy data and infringement of ownership of virtual objects and personal physical space.

Privacy data affects the development of user personality and mind structure. Meta-architecture compa-
nies in the Metaverse use digital traces to interfere with users’ intellectual activities and even manipulate
their minds. In the Metaverse, meta-architectural companies have digital traces of massive amounts of
users’ intellectual activities. Maintaining the privacy of human intellectual activities and ensuring that
the private sphere is free from surveillance and interference are essential prerequisites for individuals
in modern societies to develop independent and autonomous personalities and maintain their creative
energy. Researchers have conducted a large-scale experiment on Facebook to show that users’ emotional
states can be artificially manipulated without their knowledge. This emotional infection does not require
direct interaction with people or even any non-verbal cues. Simply it controls the emotional expressions
of friends’ posts that users can access on Facebook is enough to infect them with specific emotions [21].
Socialization remains an essential and fundamental need in the Metaverse. The collection of privacy data
by technology companies in the Metaverse is more significant in volume and depth than in the traditional
Internet era.

4.3 Metaverse trust scams, data misuse, leakage of personal data

Metaverse hardware and devices can collect and analyze bodily information such as facial expressions, eye
movements, hand posture, body temperature, and heartbeat to know the user’s personality and interests
for precision marketing. There are NFT Scams and catfishing in the Metaverse. For example, in the case
of an online trust scam, some users registered their accounts to apply for avatars and then registered
some famous brands for scamming. The brands and companies then issued statements saying they should
not fall for the scam and were not authorized to commit it by applying for an avatar [22].

In the Metaverse, the intelligent terminal platform, cloud service platform, and application platform
control the process of collecting, storing, sharing, and opening personal data. Users first log into the
Metaverse platform to submit and produce privacy data. The platform opens interfaces to third-party
enterprises, such as third-party application providers of games and music. Advertisers of third-party
enterprises will obtain privacy data and push advertisements to users. In the above process, the privacy
data owner almost loses control of his data. In the Metaverse, personal data misuse and leakage risk are
massive. First, the Metaverse application platform misuses the personal data it collects. While metaverse
platforms can aggregate massive amounts of privacy data, they may also break their promises and fail
to use the privacy data they acquire strictly with the individual user’s permission and authorization.
Misuse of personal data may occur, posing a direct threat to the security of personal data. For example,
Facebook has allowed more than a dozen companies broad access to the privacy data of its 2.2 billion
users, including private information, names and contact information of friends, without consent. Another
example is Facefirst which can provide users with facial expression services, age and identification services
and in-store pickup services. It can enable faster and more secure transactions at kiosks, ATMs, and online
applications [23]. Nevertheless, the process is highly complex, and it is difficult for individual users to
know how the application platform will use the privacy data it collects.

Second, there is a risk of compromising the privacy security of the Metaverse as an infrastructure for
personal data storage [24]. Based on personal data, metaverse applications can comprehensively under-
stand a person’s health and financial status and tap into a user’s behavioral habits; they can also detect
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and reveal changes in people’s routines and displays of abnormal behavior. For example, Facebook ana-
lyzes and builds user networks, preferences, interests, and activities based on data from users and third
parties. Their interactions in its platform, other users, places, and things with which they are connected,
to customize their Facebook and Instagram profiles. Once a user’s identity is stolen, intruders may be
able to take control of the various end devices associated with the individual’s identity, with severe and
unpredictable consequences for the individual. Metaverse end devices are in the perception layer of the
Metaverse. Suppose the metaverse platform does not deploy advanced security mechanisms, e.g., complex
encryption algorithms. In that case, they can not only be connected by the owner but may also be inter-
cepted by an attacker. In this case, these things are highly vulnerable to reprogramming by an intruder
in order to allow it to send data to the intruder’s database server. An attacker could gain access and
control of the computing device, possibly manipulating or extracting data and controlling or interrupting
services. For example, the database of Fitbit, a provider of wearable devices used to assess health condi-
tions, e.g., sleep disorders, was hacked in January 2018, exposing the personal privacy data of more than
25 million users [25].

The Metaverse opens privacy data to third parties, which is also prone to personal data leakage [26].
Metaverse platform can provide rich interfaces for third parties. Any third-party developers who register,
apply, and pass the examination can realize the relevant functions of their products or services through the
open platform. In this process, the third party can get part of the user’s data based on user authorization.
Moreover, how these privacy data will be used by the third party or even continue to flow, in addition to
the detailed specification requirements, the metaverse platform may not implement concrete regulatory
measures.

4.4 Privacy security and sexual harassment in the Metaverse

The three features of Second Life are avatar, land and virtual objects, and currency. In addition to
applying for an account to interact with others in the form of avatars, users can also buy land, build
houses, and trade with tokens. Second Life’s three main issues exposed are online harassment, data
breach, and financial loss. A case study on online harassment is that of Miss Chung, a Second Life user
who founded a company in Hubei. The company started in the Metaverse, and the income she earned in
the virtual world was converted into real property, which many media outlets covered. During the media
visits, some men used their avatars to enter and interact with her, using animations of sexual organs to
attack her in a highly insulting way. In her husband’s opinion, she was a successful woman who received
media coverage and was discussed together through the Metaverse but was attacked unpleasantly. The
photos of the attack were screenshotted by others and published on Youtube to be reported by other
media. She used the concept of communication law to file a complaint against the media for copyright
infringement, while the media argued that it was fair use to implement the story. Sexual harassment also
occurred in Meta. Meta established a personal boundary in crisis management to keep the users’ avatars
at a distance when interacting with each other through gestures to avoid similar situations [27].

5 Legal safeguards for digital identity and privacy security in the Metaverse

According to Professor Zhang Wenxian, the legal order of an intelligent society has five elements, including
science and shared governance. In terms of the Metaverse, scholar Li Jing proposed the idea of “law +
technology” regulation to match the legal rules of the natural world with the rules of autonomy in the
digital world [28]. According to Zheng Ge, the rule of law is a trust mechanism that relies on various state-
led intermediaries to maintain social order and predictable interpersonal relationships [29]. The Metaverse
is constructed almost entirely out of computer hardware and software code. In his book “Code 2.0: Law
in Cyberspace”, Professor Laurence Lessig proposes the idea of “code as law” [30]. Although the systems
of the Metaverse, with blockchain as the underlying technology, can create increasingly autonomous and
distinct systems from customary law, they are still ultimately controlled by real persons. In the book
“On the Spirit of Law”, Montesquieu pointed out that law is a necessary relation arising from the nature
of things [31]. With the Metaverse boom, Montesquieu’s ideal can be reflected in the evolution of human
society in a new, purer, and more comprehensive way with blockchain technology. Even if blockchain does
achieve extensive disintermediation, the law of people’s consensus will still be needed to guarantee the
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orderly operation of the Metaverse [32]. The healthy development of the Metaverse in the context of the
digital economy urgently needs the legal safeguard of digital identity and privacy security, especially the
personal information protection legal system and the Metaverse’s unified digital identity authentication
system.

5.1 Personal information protection legal system to protect the Metaverse privacy security

In the Metaverse, the behavior of the active subjects must comply with the rule of law. The current
personal information protection legal system applies to the Metaverse scenario. China initially constructed
a comprehensive system of personal information protection law, and it is based on the constitutional
obligation of the state to protect. For the protection of personal information, the Personal Information
Protection Law, the Civil Code, the Data Security Law, the Criminal Law, and other relevant laws have
provided the primary legal basis for the protection system from both public and private law perspectives.
In addition, there are also regulations and local legislation related to personal information. The laws
mentioned above and regulations have been interlinked through legislative techniques such as “referral
clauses” and “lead-in clauses” to achieve a systematization of norms through the interchange of various
legal provisions on personal information protection.

The Personal Information Protection Law, characterized by the integration of public and private laws,
defines, protects, and regulates almost all digital economic and social activities and behaviors and is a
fundamental law that regulates almost all digital information society relations. This law is a milestone
for the protection of the fundamental human rights of our citizens. Article 1 clearly states the purpose
of the legislation, which is “to protect the rights and interests of personal information, regulate personal
information processing activities, and promote the reasonable use of personal information”. The law also
establishes the “five principles” of personal information handling. Further, it clarifies the obligations of
personal information handlers, which provides the primary legal basis for the construction of the man-
agement mechanism. The Civil Code is the fundamental law of private law. In Part IV, the essential
protection of personal information is clarified in several aspects, such as regulating access to information,
determining the scope of information protection, establishing the fundamental remedial rights of infor-
mation subjects, and regulating the responsibility of information processors and administrative access
to information. Starting from the scope of protection and fundamental remedy rights established by the
Civil Code, the protection of personal information has gradually developed to improve the judicial remedy
system by starting from the protection of legal interests of personality rights. In addition, the private
law norms in the Civil Code and the Personal Information Protection Law constitute the relationship
between the general law and the specialized law. When the latter has explicit provisions, the latter should
be applied in priority. The interpretation should be based on the Civil Code when the latter has unclear
and ambiguous situations. For example, the Personal Information Protection Law adds the principle of
“good faith”, but the meaning of “good faith” should be interpreted in accordance with Article 7 of the
Civil Code. Considering the limitations of the protection model of personal information as a proper private
object in terms of normative logic and institutional function, the Data Security Law, a technical public
law standard, explicitly regulates the technical aspects of the use and protection of personal information
from the government’s perspective. In Chapter 3, the law establishes the basic system of classifying and
grading the protection of various data types. Chapter 4 specifies the primary data security protection
obligations of data processors. As for the protection of personal information under criminal law, the
Supreme Court and the Supreme Prosecutor have issued several judicial interpretations on the protection
of personal information. For example, the “Interpretation on Several Issues Concerning the Application
of Law in Handling Criminal Cases of Illegal Use of Information Network to Help Information Network
Criminal Activities”, promulgated in 2019, provides a comprehensive and systematic legal interpretation
of the conviction and sentencing standards and legal application of personal information crimes.

5.2 Defining and classifying personal data in the Metaverse

Personal information is defined in Article 1034 of the Civil Code and Article 4 of the Personal Informa-
tion Protection Act. The Civil Code emphasizes the difference in identification methods, distinguishing
between direct and indirect identification of privacy data. On the other hand, the Personal Information
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Protection Law distinguishes between identified and identifiable personal information and emphasizes
the difference in the degree of identification of individuals. In the context of identity construction, pri-
vacy data reflects various ways of presenting an individual’s identity. Both static identities (i.e., identity
markers) and dynamic identities (i.e., social mirrors) can be used to identify a particular individual.
However, the normative model of privacy security focuses not on the protection of identity as a result
but on regulating the behavior of the process of identity generation. This means that, on the one hand,
any data that affects the construction of personal identity, whether direct or indirect, identified or iden-
tifiable, should be included in the protection of personal identity. In other words, data in the Metaverse
that is specific to an individual’s physical, physiological, genetic, psychological, economic, cultural, or
social identity, including data that evaluates an individual, de-identified data, theoretically falls within
the scope of privacy data.

On the other hand, the key to privacy security is not to statically determine whether specific data
belongs or does not belong to privacy data but to focus on how personal identity is generated in different
contexts for more targeted behavioral regulation. With the development of digital technology, identifi-
cation methods are becoming more and more diverse. In addition to inherent personality traits such as
name and portrait, skin color, vein shape, genetic arrangement, walking posture, voice, fingerprints, palm
prints, and other physical characteristics of a person in the Metaverse can be used as identifiers to identify
a specific person. Behavioral traces and location information in the Metaverse can be used for identity
verification and identification. Different paths of specification exist for these privacy data. Suppose an
inherent element of personality characterizes personal identity, such as name and portrait. In that case,
there is room for interpretation to expand the protection of name and portrait rights. From the perspec-
tive of personal identity construction, the types above of data all contain, to a certain extent, the identity
code of a particular person. Distinguishing the significance of different identifiers in the generation of
personal identity and imposing different levels of behavioral regulation on data processing may better
balance the relationship between personal privacy and digital identity protection and data exploitation in
the Metaverse. In privacy data, there is room for further exploration of what data is processed, what kind
of processing may affect the correct perception of personal identity, and whether typological regulation
is still needed. For example, there is a lack of clear thinking on whether the various evaluation data of
individuals in the Metaverse need to be regulated in a focused and differentiated manner.

5.3 Rules of consent in the Metaverse

Concerning the consent rule, the Civil Code provides for it in Articles 1035, 1036, and 1038. Article 13 of
the Personal Information Protection Act also stipulates that the individual’s consent shall be obtained
for processing privacy data, except for the cases specified in paragraph 1, items 2 to 7 of the same
article. In the context of identity construction, identity is formed and developed due to interpersonal
interaction in social relations. Therefore, consent to processing various privacy data in the Metaverse is
not so much permission for others to dispose of elements of their personality as it is an attempt to show
that the personal identity established through the processing of privacy data must, in principle, involve
the person. In the Metaverse where the territorial boundaries of interpersonal interactions are broken,
the distortion and inauthenticity of identity become a legal challenge. However, they can also create a
huge obstacle to the autonomous construction of personal identity. Therefore, the Personal Information
Protection Law emphasizes the principle of privacy data processing with the individual’s consent. It
specifies that data processing should have a clear and reasonable purpose and should be directly related
to the purpose of processing.

Further, it adopts a way that has the most negligible impact on the rights and interests of the
individual. It requires that data processing should be open and transparent. The individual’s con-
sent must be obtained once the purpose of processing, the way of processing and the type of privacy
data processed are changed. In essence, the parties withdraw their consent on their own, emphasizing
the individual’s autonomous participation in constructing his identity in different contexts. Covering
the mirror image of the self presented by the individual’s participation in social life is necessarily a
scenario-based construction process. In different contexts of social relations, individuals can form mul-
tiple social identities through conscious activities, thus fully expressing themselves and developing their
personalities.
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5.4 Metaverse unified digital identity and privacy security protection

With the expansion of the scope of socio-economic activities in the Metaverse, there is an objective need
to establish a unified system of official subject qualification. Identity information will be stored in a
unified encrypted system of government departments to provide personal identity data that matches the
real physical world. This may effectively solve the problem of false identity information to gain the general
trust of society. By establishing a unified identification platform and standards, the state can centralize
the management of various identity data and achieve technical and legal isomorphism. When a real user
enters an app with specific functions in the Metaverse, he has to provide accurate information in the
official registration and identification system. After identity matching with the public security system, he
will be qualified for access and given a personal digital badge through the digital encryption technology
mechanism, enjoying a permanent and independent metaverse ID. To be homogeneous with the law,
each Metaverse should set up a certified identity interface at the technical level. The interface layer is
to provide basic operational interfaces, not only for users and merchants but also for regulators. The
interface layer can provide essential identity authentication services; realize initial identity identification;
provide a unified trust model for the whole network; support common access of multiple identity providers;
secure authentication of multiple identity formats; and integrate and unify multiple identity information
sources authentications. It also automatically completes predefined conditions by embedding predefined
authentication rules in the blockchain. In this way, the authenticity of the identity can be determined,
which is convenient for inquiry and comparison, and the relevant privacy data can be appropriately
corrected through the flexible control and management of remote nodes to overcome the severe drawbacks
of blockchain technology. Officials can use the NFT, which can be applied to identity proof, record, and
native digital asset confirmation. This unique and indelible identity and ownership record can provide
digital assets and identity security.

Metaverse is an online digital virtual world that maps the real world. The digital twin technology
creates the same avatar as the natural body for companies and users. The personal digital badge is
the qualification to engage in socio-economic behavior in the Metaverse. In order to better identify the
relevant subjects in the virtual world and increase the sense of trust, a subject identification mechanism
can be established. The amount and degree of subject identification information can be decided by
oneself, either anonymously or conspicuously, following the orientation of liberal values and realizing the
principle of selective display. To identify the subject by name, we can establish a highlighting identification
mechanism, i.e., the relevant subject can display the basic personal information of the other party, such
as name, gender, and integrity data, by highlighting. However, users can only simultaneously enjoy one
corresponding virtual digital identity in the Metaverse. For example, a female digital model cannot be
selected if a male data model is selected. A minor digital accessory cannot be selected if an adult digital
accessory is selected. At the same time, multiple digital person types cannot be selected. Otherwise,
it will lead to difficulties or even confusion in identification. The data person of the Metaverse can be
anonymized. However, when it comes to the fundamental rights and obligations relationship, it should
be oriented to the value of the order and be visible through specific lighting rules, taking into account
the transaction security and the realization of the value of personal privacy data protection.

5.5 Civil liability for wrongful infringement of digital identity and privacy security in the Metaverse

The Civil Code does not specify the liability for wrongful handling of digital identity and privacy data in
the chapter on “Protection of Privacy and Personal Information” but only provides for the exemption from
civil liability in Article 1036. Theoretically, it is necessary to explain whether the remedies for infringement
of personality rights in Articles 995 to 1000 of the Civil Code can be applied to the scenario of unlawful
infringement of digital identity and privacy security. There are two different possible interpretative options
for this. One is to interpret the relevant digital identity and privacy security provisions as an ex-ante
remedy to protect individuals’ specific personality or property rights. The unlawful collection, leakage,
sale, or exploitation of digital identity and privacy information may lead to the infringement of personal
property rights or the impairment of human dignity and personal freedom. Logically, it appears that
victims must still seek relief under Sections 995 through 1000 based on various specific personality rights
and interests that may be violated due to the criminal violation of digital identity and privacy security.
For example, suppose the perpetrator improperly discloses the victim’s privacy data, ultimately damaging
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the latter’s reputation. In that case, the perpetrator is not subject to civil liability for improper handling
of privacy data but rather for infringement of the right to reputation. Another interpretation option is
to broadly interpret the personality rights in Articles 995 to 1000 to include rights to privacy data so
that the person concerned can wrongfully infringe on digital identity and privacy security. In this way, a
person may directly claim the remedies under Articles 995 to 1000 because his personal identity rights and
interests have been damaged due to unlawful infringement of digital identity and privacy security. The
personal identity rights and interests carried on privacy data fall within the scope of other personal rights
and interests of natural persons based on personal freedom and human dignity, as stated in Article 990,
Paragraph 2 of the Civil Code. Therefore, if the perpetrator cannot claim relief for the violation of digital
identity and privacy security, it is necessary to determine the liability by evaluating the impact of the
relevant privacy data processing behavior on the freedom of personal identity construction. Article 69 of
the Personal Information Protection Law expressly provides compensation for damages for infringement
of digital identity and privacy security. The provision considers the information asymmetry in privacy
data processing and clarifies the rule of reversing the burden of proof in determining the fault of privacy
processors. Both property damage and moral damage need to be judiciously judged in the context of the
specific scenario of digital identity construction.

6 Conclusion

In our human history, we have never stopped searching for our inner selves. However, it is only in the last
hundred years that we as human beings have come to realize that our identity is not an immutable core
hidden in the depths of our existence but a collection of ideas inscribed on our bodies from the outside.
However, this modern notion of human identity is, in a certain sense, the original face of personality.
Protecting rights to personality has never deviated from the main line of protecting our personal identity.
Behind the continuous expansion of this protection as society changes, it reflects our increasingly profound
knowledge and reflection on self, human identity, and dignity. In the era of the Metaverse, digital identities
are formed by the digital presentation of the individual self. There are all kinds of new problems caused by
the pluralism, fragmentation, and contextualization of digital identity. There is a massive risk to privacy
security behind digital identity. Therefore, if we reinterpret the normative meaning of privacy security
protection in the context of identity construction, we can find that the object of privacy security is never
privacy data itself but precisely the autonomy and integrity of our digital identity construction in the
Metaverse era. Is the existing privacy security protection sufficient to cope with the personal identity
crisis in the Metaverse era? The digital identity carried on top of the privacy data is the only bridge
that genuinely connects human beings’ physical world and the Metaverse. Perhaps, it is not far for us to
reconstruct the new order of human relationships in the Metaverse era with digital identity and privacy
security as the center.
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